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Note: If your microPMU has a firmware version lower than 3.5.0,  
please contact support@powerside.com before upgrading firmware 
 

Firmware 3.9.4 new features and improvements 
 Added microPMU kernel security updates  
 Added C37.118.1 streaming UDP operation behind domestic network routers 
 Improved C37.118.1 streaming compatibility:  

> fractional second in frame 
> station name padding in frame 

 Improved C37.118.1 streaming compatibility: ROCOF field corrected in frame 

 

Firmware 3.6.0 features 
 Added a new operation mode:  the low latency mode: 
 > Suitable for more real time, controller type of functions.  
 > You define which filter the microPMU uses: P-Filter or M-Filter (see C37.118.1-2011).  
 > Streaming at the maximum rate (120 frames/s at 60Hz, 100 frames/s at 50Hz). 
 > Streaming output latency: typical 50ms.   

    Note: there is no recording to the microPMU memory in this mode.  
 > The C37.118.1-2011 stream contains up to 8 current channels, 4 analog channels (AC or DC). 

 

Firmware 3.5 series features  
Supports the ultra-precise synchrophasor measurements for the microPMU: 
  Ultra-precise phasor measurements on 3 voltage channels and 3 current channels. TVE 0.01%. 
 Simultaneous recording and streaming of micro-synchrophasors . 
 Fast recording / streaming rate: 100/sec at 50Hz and 120/sec at 60Hz. 
 Measured parameters: voltage and current phasors, frequency, apparent /active /reactive 

powers, power factor. 
 Streaming to Ethernet port at 10~120 frames/s at 60Hz, 10~100 frames/s at 50Hz compliant 

with C37.118.1-2011. TCP/IP and UDP/IP is supported. 
 Recordings downloaded via FTP. 
 Configuration / firmware update via FTP or Web pages (HTTP) . 
 30 days* of micro-synchrophasor measurement stored in internal memory. 

(*) 30 days with microPMU with 32Gb internal memory, 14 days for microPMU with 16Gb internal memory 

 
Firmware 3.6.4 Bug fixes  

Fixed the behavior when the microPMU operation mode tag is missing. It then defaults to “Precision” 
mode (see 3.6.0 feature list above). 

 
Firmware 3.6.2 Bug fixes 

Fixed IEEE C37.118.1 “Send Configuration” frame issue when using microPMU in “low latency” mode. 
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